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1 Bass clarinet in B flat 
 
Percussion (2 players) 
Player 1: Glockenspiel 







Spitfire Strings Wave 
Spitfire Albion Strings 
 




















This piece of music is the original score for the short film Pass Like Night (2020), directed by Benjamin Feldman. 
The film is a program of Double Exposure 2020, which is a collaborative event made possible through a partnership 
that brings together The Media School, Jacobs School of Music’s Music Scoring for Visual Media program, Audio 
Engineering and Sound Production, and IU Cinema. The film tells a story about an older man who struggles with his 
caretaker in his last days. The caretaker gradually lost his mental and physical control because of the increasing fear 
in his heart.  
 
The music for this film intends to amplify the protagonist's psychological changes through sound. In the first half of 
the movie, the overall atmosphere is calm and weird. The older man's caretaker, Kevin, begins to think of crime in 
his mind, but he is still trying his best to restrain himself. Strings fluctuations with dissonant intervals and soft pads 
are used in the music to enhance this peaceful but weird atmosphere.  In the second half of the film, Kevin's mind 
gradually becomes unable to control his criminal desires, and he ends up killing the older man he looked after. The 
use of weird scoring pads, disturbing synthesizers, and dirty guitars in music reveals his gradually uncontrollable 
crime mind. Throughout the film, Kevin always likes to go to a forest because it can bring him peace of mind. 
However, while sitting in the forest, its peace brings him conflicts with the chaos in his mind. At this time, melodious 
flute and strings fluctuations shows the peace that the forest brought him, and the messy guitars and synthesizers 
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